Notice

It is notified for the information of all the students enrolled in different semesters of MBA, MBA(FM), MTIM and 5 year Integrated MBA programmes that the time table(s) have already been uploaded on the departmental website. In this connection, the students must join the classes through online mode for which the links shall be shared by the concerned teachers teaching a particular course of the specific programme(s) as per the time tables already issued.

Head of the Department

No:F(New class work)DMS/KU/20
Dated: 28.10.2020

Copy to the:

✓ Dean, Academic Affairs, The University of Kashmir
✓ Dean, School of Management Studies, University of Kashmir
✓ All faculty members for information
✓ All the teacher(s) teaching the subjects must coordinate with the students to conduct the online classes till advisory for conducting offline classes is issued
✓ Notice Board/Concerned CR's